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Abstract-- The paper describes the fundamentals of Special 

Protection Systems (SPS) and their strength relationship with 
mathematical models of the transmission network. New 
technical, social and environmental restrictions are demanding 
SPS to deal with real-time assessment, intelligent decision-
making models, state estimators, optimization algorithms and 
heuristics among other techniques of Operations Research (OR). 
State of the art in communication, acquisition, control and 
monitoring devices together with real-time automation 
controllers allow building these models as the core of a SPS, 
leaving behind the traditional concept of pre-calculated "state 
tables" and the use of "ladder-logic" programming languages. 
Two recent applications at the Central Interconnected System in 
Chile designed by the author are shown as examples of this 
synergy between OR and hardware technology, to build 
successful SPS currently in operation. The paper intends to 
emphasize the need of incorporating advanced OR techniques in 
the design of core control algorithms for modern SPS in 
transmission power systems, and to depict the advantages and 
challenges that it entails. 
 

Index Terms-- Power system analysis computing, Power 
system modeling, System security and reliability, Special 
Protection Systems. 

I.  NOMENCLATURE 

EHV: Extra High Voltage. 
OR: Operations Research. 
RAS: Remedial Action Scheme(s). 
RTAC: Real Time Automation Controller. 
SIC: Central Interconnected Power System (Chile). 
SPS: Special Protection System(s)/Scheme(s). 
WAPS: Wide Area Protection Scheme(s). 
AGC: Automatic Generation Control 

II.  SPECIAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

PECIAL Protection Systems (or Schemes) are automated 
systems aimed to react against dangerous perturbations of 

the power system, in order to take preventive and/or corrective 
actions to maintain system stability and avoid system 
collapses in a relative wide (controlled) area. In the industry, 
there are several -and roughly different- definitions of SPS, 
also known as Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) and Wide 
Area Protection Schemes (WAPS). As an example, three 
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important regional electric reliability councils in North 
America -NPCC, WECC and the Texas Reliability Entity 
(TRE)- define "Type I SPS", "WAPS" and "Type 1 SPS" as 
equivalent SPS regarding reliability risk [1]. 

These definitions consider a SPS which recognizes or 
anticipates abnormal system conditions resulting from design 
and operating criteria contingencies, and whose misoperation 
or failure to operate would have a "significant adverse impact" 
outside of the local controlled area. The corrective action 
taken by the SPS along with the actions taken by other 
(conventional) protection systems is intended to 
maintain/return power system parameters into a stable and 
recoverable state. 

A "significant adverse impact" could be one or more of the 
following conditions arising from faults or disturbances:  

a. system instability; 
b. unacceptable system dynamic response or equipment 

tripping; 
c. voltage levels in violation of applicable emergency 

limits; 
d. loadings on transmission facilities in violation of 

applicable emergency limits; 
e. unacceptable loss of load or generation. 
 The existing1 NERC Glossary of Terms defines a SPS 

and a RAS as analogous terms in relation to reliability:  
"Special Protection System (Remedial Action Scheme): An 

automatic protection system designed to detect abnormal or 
predetermined system conditions, and take corrective actions 
other than and/or in addition to the isolation of faulted 
components to maintain system reliability.  Such action may 
include changes in demand, generation (MW and MVar), or 
system configuration to maintain system stability, acceptable 
voltage, or power flows.  An SPS does not include (a) 
underfrequency or undervoltage load shedding or (b) fault 
conditions that must be isolated or (c) out‐of‐step relaying 
(not designed as an integral part of an SPS). Also called 
Remedial Action Scheme". 

Following the NERC definition, specific protection or 
control systems are not included as SPS, even when SPS 
would interact with them. Indeed, a SPS should take into 
account all protection or control systems involved in the 
controlled area: automatic underfrequency load shedding and 
undervoltage load shedding, manual or automatic locally 
controlled shunt devices, UFLS and/or UVLS, fault conditions 
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and protective relays, etc. 
Most SPS are used to address a range of system issues 

including stability, voltage, and loading concerns. Actions 
taken by SPS may include: system reconfiguration, generation 
rejection or runback, load rejection or shedding, reactive 
power, among others. SPS allow control reactions faster than 
manual operator interventions and help to delay the 
construction of expensive transmission infrastructure [1, 2]. 

Of course, the first developed SPS did not begin with such 
complexity of tasks as it can be found in the above mentioned 
definitions. Power systems size and complexity have grown to 
satisfy a steadily increasing power demand and -together with 
a number of benefits- have brought new technical challenges. 
With a certain chronology there can be found following main 
issues: (i) interconnection of the former separated/individual 
power systems, (ii) use of HVDC or EHV Overhead 
Transmission Lines, (iii) increasingly incorporation of non 
controllable energy resources (wind, solar, run-of-the-river 
turbines) [3], and (iv) new social and environmental 
restrictions that make building of new power plants and 
transmission lines more difficult than in the past. 

There are four main characteristics that can be found in the 
earlier SPS, and that are still valid for current SPS: 

1. SPS are ad hoc (dedicated) solutions, that could 
roughly been applied to another power system. 

2. SPS should be ready for operation all the time, and 
therefore ready to operate in every transition between 
normal, alert and emergency operation conditions [4]. 

3. In some cases, SPS should be automatically armed 
after restoration of the system, without human 
intervention. 

4. Malfunctions of the SPS should not lead to higher 
costs than if no SPS were installed. 

SPS can be considered a synonym of "wide area protection 
scheme" (WAPS), when the scheme acquires data from a 
relative extensive area and communicates them into one 
central location: the control node. In WAPS, asynchronous 
measurements and control actions due to communications 
delays should be taken into account, and therefore not 
stationary states due to transient power flows should be 
avoided or carefully considered. 

Along with the clear advantages brought by SPS, current 
deployment of such schemes in power systems increases the 
analysis complexity and the risk of (unintended) negative 
interactions [5] with other SPS or conventional protection 
systems like Automatic Load Schedding, Automatic 
Generation Control or Secondary Frequency Control [6]. 

III.  SPS DESIGN AND CHALLENGES 

Given a power system transmission network, possible and 
probable contingency scenarios are identified with system 
studies, where a number of operative limitations and 
restrictions are evaluated (thermal, voltage, or angular 
instability related limits). This is a normal and periodical task 
carried out by the Independent System Operator. 

The first SPS have been designed considering a (finite) 

number of contingency scenarios. With the help of flowcharts 
and transitions between the defined relevant states and 
contingencies, alarm, status and measurement tables are pre-
calculated so that the SPS can rapidly react once the given 
contingency is detected by matching with the pre-defined 
tables (real-time assessment). 

Following the NERC definition, a real-time assesment is an 
evaluation of system conditions using real-time data to assess 
existing (pre-contingency) and potential (post-contingency) 
operating conditions. As mentioned, those operating 
conditions as well as the related remedial actions have been 
previously identified with simulation and analysis of the 
power system.  

While in the beginning, local protection devices were 
sufficient to face with instability and contingencies (i.e. under 
frequency/under voltage relays), right at the nineties more 
complex automation schemes have been commissioned by 
utilities to face the new challenges that the mentioned issues 
put on the table regarding reliability and security of power 
systems. 

The degree of complexity of those automation schemes has 
been rapidly and steadily increasing, demanding solutions that 
have become more and more sophisticated. As a result of this 
complexity, the number of possible and probable contingency 
scenarios grows and the number of pre-calculated remedial 
actions (defined by the given alarm, status and measurement 
tables) increases exponentially. 

Therefore former paradigm of solution, based on pre-
calculated remedial actions, cannot be still valid nowadays.  
Instead, real-time assessment and control actions should be 
reached by: 

i. predicting possible contingencies for the actual 
monitored operation conditions; 

ii. calculating remedial actions for every possible 
contingency detected; 

iii. predicting possible post-contingency operation 
conditions and related control actions; 

iv. rearming the SPS after a successfully controlled 
contingency; 

v. disabling the SPS for non-controlled contingencies or 
unstable operation conditions; 

vi. enabling the SPS when stable or controllable operating 
conditions of the power system have been restored. 

It must be also considered that some remedial actions 
should be triggered before the predicted post-contingency 
operating conditions make the system uncontrollable. In some 
cases, such allowed times could be in the order of the 
protection relay timings (tens or hundreds of milliseconds). 

Above mentioned tasks can only be done if the SPS is able 
to make an intelligent real-time assessment based on advanced 
decision making models and suitable mathematical models of 
the power system. 

State of the art in communication, acquisition, control and 
monitoring devices together with current real-time automation 
controllers (RTACs) allow building these models as the core 
of a SPS, leaving behind the traditional concept of pre-
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calculated "state tables" and "ladder-logic" programming 
languages used in the earlier PLC-based automation systems. 

Current challenges drive us to seek and develop 
mathematical models, algorithms and heuristics, in order to 
optimize the use of modern available hardware (RTACs, 
digital measurement devices and communication networks). 
The resulting mathematical models can have an impressive 
degree of complexity. Therefore, engineers and 
mathematicians, together with communication specialists, 
should work jointly and efficiently to reach the best solution 
in terms of reliability, security and costs. 

IV.  OPERATIONS RESEARCH: THE RIGHT TOOL 

A.  Why Operations Research? 

Operations Research (OR) is a sub-discipline of Applied 
Mathematics that deals with the application of advanced 
analytical methods to help make better decisions. 
Mathematical programming and optimization algorithms and 
heuristics are often used with statistical analysis and state 
estimation models to reach optimal or near-optimal solutions. 
Relaxed solutions (near-optimal solutions) are allowed 
because in complex decision-making problems (e.g. NP-hard) 
the required time to reach the optimum is prohibitive for 
practical applications. 

Current challenges of SPS are clearly a type of decision-
making problems in which a good solution (not the best one) 
should be reached in very short times. As mentioned, a SPS 
should avoid negative interactions with protective relays 
having timings that could be under hundreds of milliseconds. 
The recently Phase 3 SPS to control power flows in the 220kV 
transmission network of the SIC [7] is designed to develop 
control actions in a time window of less than 800ms after a 
severe line contingency is detected. The supervised 
transmission network has more than 1000 km long and 
therefore real-time assessment takes near 200ms. Considering 
that 200ms are also needed to communicate control actions 
over more than 30 power plants, the whole decision-taking 
process should be made in less than 400ms. 

In real-time assessment it is very important to filter 
measurements in order to keep a reliable set of input data to 
the solver. It means that taking measurements, checking 
consistency, and producing reliable average values is a time 
consuming key stage to reach a reasonable near-optimal 
solution. 

The set of non-linear equations related to ac power flow 
modeling, together with non-linear restrictions (number of 
generators, ramping-rates, power losses, thermal limits, etc.) 
makes the solution of an optimization problem a very difficult 
task. If the problem should be solved in some hundreds of 
milliseconds, and considering that the solver should be 
programmed and tested in RTACs, the mathematical model 
and its software implementation is clearly a hard task to face. 

Therefore, OR tools are to be considered with a deep 
understanding of the physical problem given by the power 
network. The model should be simplified without loosing the 

needed accuracy. Such a solution is only possible if well 
trained mathematicians can work together with electrical 
engineers, and the main weaknesses of the supervised network 
have been deeply understood with appropriate system studies 
(transient and stability analysis). 

B.  Data filtering and processing 

Depending on the nature of the problem (power flow 
control, maximization of transmission usage, security under 
contingencies, intelligent load shedding and generation 
reduction, etc.) ac or dc power flows and optimization 
algorithms and heuristics should be fed using the data sets 
measured in every scan period. Because in most cases line 
contingencies should be quickly detected and controlled, it is 
necessary to keep the scanning interval in the order of 10 to 
40ms. 

As the transmission network becomes larger, times to make 
and send measurements to the central node become several 
times larger than the scan interval. Therefore, at a given time, 
measurements coming from different points of the network are 
not synchronized each other. Time differences between 
measurements can be up to more than 100ms. If the network is 
working in steady-state, those differences are not relevant. But 
transient conditions after contingencies can produce sets of 
measurements absolutely inconsistent. The inconsistency of 
measurements decreases with fiber optic (FO) 
communications channels. However, in most cases there is not 
a 100% FO communication network avilable, but a mix of FO 
with relatively slower microwave links. 

Because of this limitation to produce synchronized data 
sets of measurements, it is very important to identify transient 
states during which it is not possible to make reliable input 
data sets to evaluate the corresponding control decisions. 

On the other hand, during steady-state behavior, it is 
recommendable to integrate measurements by means of 
mobile averages in order to reduce inconsistency due to 
asynchronous measurements. Mobile averages of data sets 
should avoid the use of noisy measurements, even when the 
average itself is a kind of filter of those noisy measurements 
(provided that are not relevant in magnitude or number with 
respect to good quality measurements). 

C.  Network modeling 

If real-time assessment should be made over a wide area 
transmission network, an appropriate network model is needed 
in order to: 

i. check consistency of on-line measurements, 
ii. estimate missing or not reliable measurements, and 
iii. identify transient-states of the power network. 
For that, ac or linearized dc power flows should be 

calculated, depending on the nature of the problems that are to 
be controlled. Linearized dc power flows with active losses is 
also a good approach for most cases, especially when some 
kind of optimal dispatch is needed. The optimization can be 
solved in those cases using (i) algorithms based on linear 
programming and lagrangean relaxation [8] or (ii) 
combinatorial optimization using evolutionary algorithms [9]. 
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Using quadratic, linear or mixed integer programming (QP, 
LP and MIP) can be, in some cases, difficult to implement in 
RTACs. The computational power of currently available 
controllers is good enough to solve those kind of OR models, 
but there is lack of libraries that can be used for that purpose. 
At this stage it is clear that modern SPS algorithms are not to 
be programmed using old techniques like "ladder-logic" 
programming languages or Function Block Diagrams used in 
the earlier PLC-based automation systems, for which pre-
calculated "state tables" where a suitable solution. 

To implement complex modeling of the transmission 
network it is necessary to build routines and libraries that 
require the use of structured text languages. For that, IEC 
61130-3 Std is the best -and still the unique- choice, even 
when IEC 61130 currently available libraries do not consider 
the possibility to implement QP, LP or MIP. 

So far, on facing SPS optimization algorithms and 
heuristics, the developer should take into account the 
enormous effort that suppose programming and testing 
appropriate libraries to solve optimization problems. 

It should be also taken into account that, while pre-
calculated "state tables" allow building solutions in a 
predictable and repeating sequence, control algorithms and 
heuristics based on OR techniques do not necessarily give the 
same solution for similar operating conditions. Thus, fine-
tuning and error debugging become a hard task at the 
implementation stage in the power transmission system. 

On the other hand, it can be expected that hardware 
companies dealing with those kind of powerful real-time 
automation controllers will expend some effort to provide in 
the near future library extensions to allow complex modeling 
of OR solutions. 

D.  Algorithms and heuristics 

An algorithm is a predictable and deterministic 
mathematical procedure to deal with some kind of problems. 
It is still deterministic even when uses random variables (like 
Monte-Carlo methods) and should arrive to the same solution 
for the same set of input data. Heuristics are also mathematical 
procedures, but focused on a method to deal with a problem 
rather than a deterministic set of steps. Unlike algorithms, 
heuristics can reach to different solutions for the same set of 
input data, because random variables are used to search 
different paths to reach the solution. Heuristics can reach the 
optimum or a near-optimal solution. The quality of the latter 
depends on the "adjustments" of the control parameters of the 
heuristic. 

Developing an effective optimization algorithm for a 
problem usually improves solutions and -if convergence 
conditions exist- the optimum can be assured. LP, QP and 
MIP techniques are a good example of optimization 
algorithms applicable for a vast kind of problems. 
Simplifications should be done in some cases to assure a 
convex solution space, which is a requirement to be fulfilled. 

But if the problem can not be simplified (without loosing 
an important degree of accuracy) to fulfill the conditions 

needed for a given algorithm, heuristics are normally the at-
hand solution. It is always better to have a near-optimal 
solution that to have no solution at all. Genetic and 
Evolutionary algorithms are examples of optimization 
heuristics.  

A heuristic can be also useful if the appropriate algorithm 
takes a lot of time to reach the optimum. In such case, 
computing time is the hard restriction. 

E.  Statistical analysis and state estimators 

Control algorithms and heuristics are the final and nuclear 
stage to find the optimal or near-optimal decisions when a 
contingency or a disturbance of the power system is detected. 
The control solution however is as good as the input data 
given to solve the problem. Redundant measurements are 
therefore welcomed, especially for critical variables (i.e. those 
variables that can make the solution effective to control the 
deviations from a normal operation state). Weather 
measurements (solar irradiation, wind velocity and direction, 
temperature) are also important to determine operational 
restrictions like thermal limits in overhead lines. 

Statistical analysis is a tool to be considered to manage 
redundant measurements and to build weather models that can 
be used to check validity of measurements and/or to replace 
missing or invalid data. Thermal modeling of overhead power 
lines requires also the estimation of some characteristic 
parameters that are a priori unknown, like solar absortivity 
and thermal emissivity coefficients [10]. 

V.  TWO EXAMPLES 

Two recent applications at the Central Interconnected 
System in Chile (SIC) designed by the author are shown as 
examples of this synergy between OR and hardware 
technology. Both SPS are currently in operation.  

A.  SPS to control power flows in congested transmission 

The first example is a SPS implemented in the northern 
220kV network of the SIC [7, 11]. More than 1.5GW of 
renewable energy plants have been incorporated in a relative 
short period of time (three years). To drive any simple line 
contingency out of a general blackout (disconnection of 70% 
of the load), the technical regulation [12] defines the "N-1 
criterion" for double-circuit high voltage transmission lines by 
which each circuit should be loaded only until 50% of their 
thermal capacity. 

The SPS should optimize power flows between Nogales 
and Maitencillo 220kV substations, covering more than 
500km of double-circuit transmission lines and more than 12 
wind parks distributed along that corridor. A similar amount 
of PV generation parks are mainly located north of 
Maitencillo, along a transmission corridor of 550km. This part 
of the transmission network is, however, not supervised. 
Using on-line information coming from those wind and pv 
power plants (dispatch, ramping and available power), climate 
conditions (temperature and sunlight radiation) and measured 
power flows in the supervised network, transmission should 
be maximized without reaching the thermal capacity of each 
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circuit for the measured weather conditions. 
The SPS should be flexible enough to detect different 

network topologies (disconnection or addition of circuits, 
lines, substations and/or power plants) and to remain active 
even during random communication bugs from the measuring 
cells of each substation and power plant. Overloads produced 
by line outages at the supervised network should be controlled 
in less than 800ms, to avoid triggering of line protection 
relays. For that, disconnection of generation should be 
considered as the first control action, while reducing 
generation is the secondary control action to keep the system 
inside stable operational limits. Furthermore, if available 
transmission capacity exists, the SPS should send control 
signals to the wind and pv parks to allow increasing 
generation until thermal capacity is reached. 

The nature of the (simplified) problem leads to a MIP, but 
computation times are very restrictive to deal with it, because 
of the problem size. So far, a feasible solution should be 
reached by means of a non-recursive heuristic, in order to 
avoid iterative algorithms that could be unstable or even non-
convergent. The heuristic should be general and flexible 
enough so as to accept different topologies of the transmission 
network and the addition of new power plants. 

The SPS was built using a simplified ac power flow with 
active losses [13] and two interacting non-recursive fixed-
iterations heuristics to solve the MIP problem considering a 
maximum of 44 transmission links, 23 busbars and 64 
generating units. Thermal capacity is computed using pre-
calculated tables as function of ambient measured temperature 
and solar condition. For determining solar condition, an 
astronomic model based on time stamps was implemented. 
The complete model was validated in laboratory tests before 
being implemented on a Linux based last-generation RTAC 
with dual-core 2.5 GHz CPU. Computation times to find a 
control solution have been found to be at most 2ms, without 
taking into account measuring, validation, communications 
and acting times. 

The SPS is running since June 2016. Some inaccurate 
control actions have been detected when severe line 
contingencies outside and near to the supervised network 
occur. In those cases, inconsistent measurements due to 
transient-state conditions make the internal network model 
unable to replicate the real operation status. It has been 
recommended to upgrade the control model in order to detect 
such situations and to auto disable the SPS until stable 
operation conditions are recovered. For normal (steady-state) 
situations, the SPS have been proved to be stable and efficient. 

B.  SPS to increase transmission capacity 

The second example is a SPS designed to estimate thermal 
limits of a 220kV double-circuit transmission overhead line 
connecting hydroelectric dams and out-of-the-river power 
plants to the SIC [14]. The aim is to increase transmission 
levels while keeping security and stability under reasonable 
operational limits. 

Reaching critical values of ampacity can be only accepted 

in transmission corridors if the stability and security can be 
sufficiently ensured under both normal and abnormal 
operation [15, 16]. Therefore, overloads should be controlled 
even when severe contingencies -like loosing a transmission 
overhead line- demands automatic generation disconnections 
to keep the power system within its operational limits. 

The SPS is designed using available measurements at the 
substation located at the main hydroelectric power plant 
(Pehuenche, 2x225 MVA), which serves also as controllable 
generation. Circuit-breaker status, current, voltage and power 
is taken from existing RTUs at Pehueche SE and new input 
data conductor current and temperature is given by two 
Overhead Power Line Sensors (OPLS) installed on both 
circuits of the transmission corridor. Meteorological data is 
also considered, by installing a weather station to collect 
global radiation, ambient temperature and wind velocity and 
direction. 

Furthermore, the operation status of each unit at the 
Pehuenche Hydropower Plant is collected. When the Dispatch 
Operator (DO) selects this power plant to serve frequency 
regulation, one unit works as "pilot unit" with droop near zero 
(i.e. small variations of freq. lead to large changes of power) 
while the second unit works with a lowered ramp-down (about 
50 MW/min). In that situation, the "pilot unit" can not be 
invocated to control transmission power under contingencies. 
The DO can also choose the power plant to participate in a 
combined secondary frequency control through an AGC 
scheme, or just leave it for free dispatch using the natural 
ramping of the power units (140 MW/min). 

The SPS use redundant measurements to build six state 
estimation models: (1) ambient temperature, (2) solar global 
radiation, (3) conductor current-temperature behaviour, (4) 
conductor temperature-current behaviour, (5) thermal 
emissivity coefficient, and (6) solar absortivity coefficient.  

Since electric variables (active, reactive and apparent 
power, current and voltage) measured at circuit breakers are 
also redundant, it is possible to calculate invalid data (i.e. 
failed measurements) if there are valid measurements of other 
variables at the same point, and/or applying Kirchhoff's laws 
using valid measurements taken from the rest of the 
supervised network. 

A table of three (3) possible line contingencies and two (2) 
post-contingency cases is built to prevent undesirable 
operation states. Control signals are built upon analysis of 
theses cases, and shown at the HMI of the SPS in every scan 
of the power system. 

Control actions are calculated upon real-time assessment 
using measured or estimated parameters and taking into 
account the following four variables, which are estimated 
using the IEEE 738 Std [10]: 

- ampacity of the overloaded circuit; 
- overload to be controlled (i.e. active current exceeding 

actual ampacity); 
- available time during overload, before conductor 

temperature reaches its thermal limit; and 
- available power reduction, considering the available 
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time to reduce overload, ramp-rates and dispatches of the 
controlled power units. 

The complete control algorithm was validated in laboratory 
using a customized validation protocol and a real-time 
network model. The software was run in a RTAC similar to 
the one that would hold the algorithm in the real 
implementation. 

Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) have been carried out in 
compliance with the designed validation protocol under 
supervision of the main commissioning party. After FAT, 
minor adjustments have been made to the algorithm, like the 
addition of a maximal admissible current as input parameter, 
to properly consider operational restrictions given by line 
protection schemes on the supervised transmission lines. 

The SPS is working seamlessly since May 2017 and minor 
adjustments have been made to consider the operation of new 
circuit breakers at the Pehuenche's substation. 

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper intends to emphasize the need of incorporating 
advanced OR techniques in the design of the core control 
algorithms and heuristics of modern SPS in transmission 
power systems, and to depict the advantages and challenges 
that this approach entails. 

Clearly, developing this kind of solutions requires an effort 
to properly understand the nature of the problem and to find 
the appropriate OR tools in each case. Previous and detailed 
studies of the electrical system are necessary conditions to 
succesfully achieve that aim. In addition, data filtering and 
cleaning is an important stage to ensure accurate real-time 
assessment. The quality of the solution is totally dependent on 
this processing stage. 

Debugging of complex models is still a hard task, due to 
the austere development tools for automation controllers 
found in the market. It has been found that models behave in a 
different way if virtual controllers are used instead of real 
ones when debugging and running heuristics. Furthermore, 
some heuristics have shown different results using different 
models of RTACs from the same provider. The reason can be 
the treatment of numeric representation (e.g. double precision 
numbers) and/or the version of the firmware used. Therefore, 
it is recommended to use the same RTAC model and firmware 
version that will be used in the implementation to develop, 
debug and test the models, algorithms and heuristics of the 
SPS. 

Last but not least, the real power system behaves in 
different ways than every model we can develop to test the 
SPS in laboratory. Complex models will then require longer 
times for Site Acceptance Tests and supervised operation, 
until the SPS can be considered ready to operate with minimal 
supervision. During this stage it is strongly recommended to 
keep a detailed backup of every critical variable and 
measurement in order to properly analyze situations in which 
the SPS delivers unexpected control actions. It should be kept 
in mind that, when using heuristics, results could be found 
different for similar input data sets or network status.  

As an advantage of this approach, more complex situations 
can be considered and controlled, enabling adaptations of the 
SPS to new or changing network topologies and conditions 
with minimal adjustments of the software and hardware. 

It will be desirable for RTAC providers to develop better 
tools for programming and debugging complex models, in 
order to deploy the available technology in its full capacity.  
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